
SUMMER CAMPAIGN 2019



• Summer means waking up from hibernation: more time outside, less time 
in a hot kitchen, and a busy schedule of BBQs, beach visits, vacations, and 
holiday gatherings. 
• Eating behavior shifts away from heavy food in favor of light, fresh meals 
and seasonal produce.
• Since summer seems to fly by quickly, there’s a desire to make the most 
of the season before it’s gone.

Background



Opportunities
Summer is typically a slower period for DTC food brands, Freshly included. Using an integrated 
campaign to ramp up excitement around new meals and lines through the lens of summer behaviors 
helps keep our value prop and offering top of mind. 

Retention
• Increase perception of variety with seasonal dishes and new launches.

Combining the excitement around new launches (bowls, snacks, summer menu) rolls up to the 
larger theme, making it easier for the customer to savor summer.

• Emphasize how we can offer valuable time back in a seasonally relevant way.
• Highlight our seasonally inspired menu and give more emphasis to our thoughtful veggies.

Acquisition
• We make summer eating accessible by delivering the best of the season directly.
• Chance to test new offerings as drivers.



With an overarching summer campaign, we are able to unify our launches with a variety of meals, 
ingredients, content, and RTBs that Freshly can enhance the fleeting summer experience.

Bringing launches together

-Summer meals (June through August)
-Seasonal ingredients and thoughtful menu 
-Focus on veggies for lighter summer feel

-Snacks (June and onward) 
-On the go eating 
-Keep you fueled for all your summer activities 

-Bowls (July/August)
-Portable, al fresco eating, any time, anywhere, 
positioning as lunch option
-1+ cup of veggies 

-Seasonal marketing opportunities
-Education around seasonality (why eat seasonally)
-Ingredient highlights 
-Complementary summer food (drinks, salads, vinaigrettes) 
-Holiday specific (eg, 4th of July)
-Give the gift of summer chill with Freshly gift cards
-Refer your friends 
-Download the app 



Savor your summer
Summer is fleeting. Let Freshly help you savor the summer. 

-> “Real life” focused messaging:
Savor the moments. 
We do the cooking, you do summer.
Summer eating made simple.

-> Meal focused messaging: 
Savor the ingredients.
Best of the season, delivered to you.

Campaign Concept

Themes:
● No ovens
● Busy summer schedules
● Fill your fridge - back from vacay
● Rethinking veggies



Visual
direction
Tablescape & meal shots:

-Real food for real living: Leisurely 
eating, living, socializing. 
-Natural shadows, warm light, 
seasonal cues, outdoorsy.
-Colorful props; added ice, mint, 
and fruit to water are simple 
touches that work across all 
meals.
-Focus on individual summer 
veggies + group shots (farmer’s 
market-style). 



Supporting content
As the content team works quickly to strategically create articles and videos, we’ll work closely with the team to 
incorporate created content into our planned summer journey. Due to time constraints, added content is nice to 
have, not need to have to execute the campaign effectively.

EDUCATE around the seasonality of our summer ingredients.
TIPS for summer eating & wellness. 
INSPIRE to savor the season.



New meal videos      

Shoot 5/22-5/24

Aloha Chicken
Chicken & Rice Pilaf with Wax Beans
Summer Turkey Meatballs with Zoodles
Wild-Caught Mahi
Grilled Chicken Risotto 
Chicken & Summer Zucchini



Freshly 101          

Shoot 5/28 - 6/5 

Retention
Managing subscription
Heating instructions
Recycling box

Acquisition
What is Freshly?
What should I expect?

General
Fridge identities



Summer editorial     
Shoot 6/6-6/11

Summer Sauces
Video: red pepper romesco, almond butter gravy, pineapple salsa
Article (tentative): chimichurri, pesto (kale angle), salsa

Ingredient deep dives 
Video: sun-dried tomatoes, corn 3 ways, zucchini, basil
Article (tentative): mahi (wild-caught explained), seasonal veggies, zucchini 10 ways, 
masa cakes, lightening up BBQ

TBD
Bowls support, snack content



Messaging direction for acquisition:
Update tried-and-true copy to reflect seasonal needs/behavior.
-Summer eating made simple → We do the cooking, you do summer. 
-Best of the season, delivered to you.
-Test themes in leads email (i.e., oven-free/cook-free summer)

Assets (Plan from acquisition team can be found here)
-Summer direct mail (test) 
-Ads (affiliate/paid social/display)
-Summer-themed retargeted ads and LP
-Summer landing page 
-Leads emails (backing into these based on assets and content)
-Refreshed homepage + Join now image (same)

Acquisition assets

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fabIJn5PWNnLYSgeQwwddE3HLDRmlqyMtUyANjyxEiU/edit?ts=5ceee127




Heather is testing against a control version to 
see if a summer campaign will increase interest 
and conversion. 

Using a similar format to the control, summer 
campaign is reflected throughout with updated 
messaging and photography, and will feature 
summer meals.

Q: Do we want to consider a winback version that 
highlights new meals/launches to be sent later in 
the summer?

Acquisition
DIRECT MAIL



Messaging direction:
Here’s to a cook-free summer! Get prepared meals 
made with the best summer ingredients delivered 
fresh to your door. 

Ads
Video (using still summer images or content gifs)
Carousel

Acquisition
PAID SOCIAL



Using current evergreen design, the copy and 
photography will be updated to connect our 
offering with summer convenience + fresh 
ingredients.

Summer headline + OFFER

How It Works incorporating summer cues
1. Same with seasonal spin
2. Same with seasonal spin
3. Change to ingredient focus
4. Same with seasonal spin

New for summer
Bottom offer

Acquisition
LANDING PAGE



The desire to test a new leads (30+) email every week 
allows us to explore topical emails with varied concepts 
for both leads and winbacks. Below is a TBD plan based 
on JB’s testing strategy and the summer 
themes/content that could be relevant to this audience. 

6/11 Summer menu (done) [Show email]
6/18 Start of summer flash sale 
6/25 #NoOven summer - Flash sale 
7/2 4th of July flash sale (previous photo)
7/9 Bowls launch - Summer LP (Creative + content shoot)
7/16 One-click summer box (list of meals)
7/23 Savor your summer before it’s gone - touch on variety of 
launches 
7/30 Summer ingredients (basil/tomato) - (utilize content)

Note for winback: zucchini
8/6 Freshly 101 (can we angle for winback?)
8/13 Back from vacay - Fill your fridge/#summerfridgegoals 
(Claire’s shoot)
8/20 Goodbye to summer - last chance 

OFFER FOCUSED

OFFER + SUMMER CONTENT

Acquisition
LEADS + WINBACK EMAILS

OFFER + SUMMER CONTENT



Rolling deadlines based on new menu launches and content integration.

-Summer menu focused emails (can be in place of and in addition to current New Meal emails)
Incorporating summer meals
+ bowls launch
+ snacks (when possible)

-Dedicated LP compiling highlights/launches/content/extras 
-Box insert (around education + new launches) 
-Organic social posts + influencers 
-Product/app modal driving to relevant seasonal content (need to coordinate)

-Modal popup - for bowls
-Categorization on website 

Retention assets



Overarching summer theme can lead into 
featured launches, content, or marketing calls to 
action. Top hero that can switch out based on 
main highlight, and update throughout summer. 

Q for Product: How easily (via webflow) can we 
incorporate individual meals vs linking to 
individual meals vs driving to whole categories?

Retention
LANDING PAGE - ACTIVE/WINBACK(?)



Retention
NEW MEAL EMAILS + PUSH

Using our new meal email format, we will be featuring 
summer meals and their seasonal ingredients along 
with each new bi-weekly bowl (post bowls launch). 

The photography around summer meals maintains a 
consistent look and feel throughout the season.

While we can use the top CTA to drive to the menu as 
usual, we can use the bottom to highlight summer 
ingredients/content and drive to the LP. 





Emails
ALREADY COMPLETED

Incorporated new imagery and seasonal 

cues/copy

5/20 Aloha chicken

5/27 Summer menu preview (active 

customers + leads)

6/4 Wild-caught mahi 



Retention
BOX INSERT

Use an exciting summer brochure to talk up our new launches 
to entice customers to explore our offerings and content.

Overarching summer theme
-Summer menu
-Bowls launch
-Snacks
-Other marketing opportunities (DL app, RAF, gift card) 

Follow-up: quick turnaround, KPIs, testing strategy (Anjana + 
Nate)



Bowls
LAUNCH - 7/9
Acquisition:
Bowl launch - Static & carousel 
Summer optimizations (brief based on learnings) 

Retention:
-Launch email 
-Feature on landing page 
-Box insert (TBD)

FALL CAMPAIGN

-Utilize lunch 



The Scoop on Sauces: Healthy Swaps for Your Summer Faves

Freshly’s Chef Shares Her Favorite Summer BBQ Tips
-Freshly Meals: BBQ Chicken (launch date: 7/26); Mixed Grill (launch date: TBD)

Everyone Is Going Crazy for Pesto this Summer
-Kale Pesto Fusilli & Kale Pesto Fusilli with Sausage (launch date: 7/12)
-Story link: What people like about pesto, data about pesto in the market (loop in Freshly), demand 
in the market about pesto 
-Integration of Freshly stat: Pesto dishes drive high demand and have averaged 5.2% sales in their 
marketing week

Upgrade Your Starches
-Plantains, cassava flour

PR pitch ideas



BOWLS
Launch 4-6 at once, and then 2 weeks later, they'd start to rotate 
bi-weekly. Need to be incorporated into new meal emails. 

Q: Bowls are incorporated into the retention assets. Do we want to 
test in acquisition separate from summer?

SNACKS
Q: How do we want to incorporate into larger launch 
communications? (I.e., retention landing page, box insert) How are 
we handling on social and ongoing communications throughout 
summer (as boxes launch and switch)? Should we align with the 
transition to website from unbounce?

WINBACK
Need to  sync with Henry on which summer emails we can use for 
winbacks. Have Henry and Heather discussed direct mail?

RETARGETING
Follow-up with Adam on whether this is right for this campaign and 
how the messaging and content would differ from prospects.

Opportunities to discuss


